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(e most typical problem in an analysis of natural language is finding synonyms of out-of-vocabulary (OOV) words. When
someone tries to understand a sentence containing an OOV word, the person determines the most appropriate meaning of a
replacement word using the meanings of co-occurrence words under the same context based on the conceptual system learned. In
this study, a word-to-vector and conceptual relationship (Word2VnCR) algorithm is proposed that replaces anOOVword leading
to an erroneous morphemic analysis with an appropriate synonym. (eWord2VnCR algorithm is an improvement over the
conventional Word2Vec algorithm, which has a problem in suggesting a replacement word by not determining the similarity of
the word. After word-embedding learning is conducted using the learning dataset, the replacement word candidates of the OOV
word are extracted. (e semantic similarities of the extracted replacement word candidates are measured with the surrounding
neighboring words of the OOV word, and a replacement word having the highest similarity value is selected as a replacement. To
evaluate the performance of the proposed Word2VnCR algorithm, a comparative experiment was conducted using the
Word2VnCR and Word2Vec algorithms. As the experimental results indicate, the proposed algorithm shows a higher accuracy
than the Word2Vec algorithm.

1. Introduction

Natural languages are those developed naturally in human
groups over a long history allowing intentions to be con-
veyed or opinions exchanged [1]. Unlike artificial languages,
natural languages often have ambiguities, omission of words,
or paraphrasing. Furthermore, because they require social
knowledge, they are extremely difficult to understand for
computers [2]. When a natural language is processed using a
computer, it is called natural language processing (NLP),
and understanding and emulating a natural language in a
computer environment is one of the research objectives of
NLP [3]. NLP implements an emulation of human language
using a machine such as a computer [4]. NLP is deeply
related with language studies, as well as the science of
language recognition, which is the investigation into the
internal mechanism of language [4]. Mathematical and
statistical tools are frequently used in the implementation of
natural languages, and an NLP uses machine learning tools
to a large extent. In NLP, a morpheme analysis refers to

analysing word segments of a sentence in terms of mor-
phemes, which are the smallest semantic unit [5]. (e
problematic parts in a morpheme analysis include disam-
biguation, new word processing, and morpheme analysis
errors caused by out-of-vocabulary (OOV) words, typo-
graphical mistakes, and improper word spacing [6–10],
which can be seen as critical weaknesses of such an analysis.
Among the errors of the morpheme analysis previously
mentioned, the most typical problem in analysing a natural
language is the replacement of an OOV word with an im-
proper but semantically similar word. (is study aims to
replace OOV words that produce morpheme analysis errors
with semantically similar words. (e extraction of re-
placement word candidates for an OOV word is conducted
using the fact that the probability of the replacement word
appearing along with surrounding neighboring words of the
OOV word is high [7]. (e replacement word of an OOV
word is selected bymeasuring the semantic similarities of the
replacement word candidates and the surrounding neigh-
boring words of the OOV word and selecting a replacement
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word candidate that has the highest similarity. Using this
method, an OOV word is replaced with a semantically
similar word to improve the performance, resolve mor-
pheme analysis errors, and allow documents to be more
intelligently analysed.

2. Related Works

2.1. Replacing Out-of-VocabularyWord. A dictionary-based
word replacement method for an OOV word compares the
text string of the OOV word and the text string of a word
found in the dictionary, measures a substring or the sub-
sequence length of the two respective words, and replaces the
OOV word with a registered word from the dictionary [6].
An N-gram-based word replacement method for an OOV
word replaces the OOV word by measuring the probabilistic
value of the replacement word for the written part of the
OOV word based on other words near the word sequence
containing the OOV word [8]. (e N-gram technique is a
typical probabilistic method. (e N-gram method obtains
the probability by basically applying learning data. When
obtaining or classifying a value of a given word or syllable in
a sentence, this method uses n surrounding words or syl-
lables as data [9]. A co-occurrence word-based replacement
method of an OOV word uses learning data, in which co-
occurring words are generated as word pairs, and chooses a
word that is paired with a neighboring word of the OOV
word as the replacement word, thereby replacing the OOV
word [10]. A co-occurrence word analysis is based on the
theory that the correlation of two words is high when the two
words are frequently found within a certain range, such as in
the same document, paragraph, or sentence. Furthermore,
this analytical method has been found to measure the topic
similarity of a document more objectively compared with a
cocitation analysis or topic classification, which are other
measuring methods that can be used to observe a knowledge
structure of a certain topic domain. A word-embedding-
based replacement method for an OOV word converts
words written in a document into vectors and replaces the
OOV word with a replacement word having a similar vector
value [11].

2.2. Word2Vec. Word-embedding is a technique for
learning the vector expressions for every word in a given
corpus. Word-embedding facilitates the measurement of
similarities between multiple words and an inference based
on vector computations using the vectorised semantics
[12–17]. Furthermore, mappings can be applied in real
numbers on a vector space and can also be expressed with a
small number of dimensions [11]. Machine learning
methods using such a word-embedding method include the
Word2Vec method. Word2Vec was presented in a study
conducted by Google in 2013 and is a continuous word-
embedding-based learning method created by numerous
researchers led by Mikolov [18]. (e Word2Vec method is
not much different from a conventional neural network
language model method but facilitates learning several times
faster compared with a conventional method by greatly

reducing the number of computations. Hence, it has become
a word-embedding method used by most researchers [19].
Word2Vec proposes two network models for learning,
namely, a continuous bag of words (CBOW) model and a
skip-gram model [20]. (e word-embedding-based OOV
word replacement method converts an OOV word into a
vector value, selects words having similar values as the OOV
word on the vector space as replacement word candidates,
measures the cosine similarity values of the OOV word and
replacement word candidates, and selects a replacement
word candidate having a cosine value of close to 1 in order to
replace the OOV word. (e word-embedding method
vectorised words from a large learning dataset quickly and
replaced the OOV words. However, it has a problem in that
an OOV word can be replaced with a word having the
opposite meaning because it does not consider the semantic
relationship of the OOV word or the replacement word.

3. Word-to-Vector and Conceptual Relations
(Word2VnCR) Algorithm

(is section provides a detailed description of the
Word2VnCR algorithm used for replacing an OOV word
with a morpheme analysis error with a semantically similar
word. Figure 1 shows the overall system structure of the
Word2VnCR algorithm.

(e NUS Short Message Service (SMS) Corpus collected
by the National University of Singapore was used for the
data in the experiments [21]. Because the texts of the NUS
SMS Corpus are sentences composed in a natural language, a
preprocessing process has to be applied in order for the
computer to understand and analyse the sentences. (e
preprocessing process is carried out in sequential order of
tokenization, part-of-speech tagging, noun extraction, and
OOV word extraction. Tokenization is the segmentation of a
sentence based on a single word. For English, tokenization is
applied based on a blank space. A tokenized text undergoes
part-of-speech tagging using the Python Natural Language
Toolkit (NLTK).(e PythonNLTK is an NLP library created
in the Python program language for an NLP and provides
functions such as part-of-speech tagging, an N-gram,
WordNet hierarchy, andWordNet-based similarity [22–24].
(is study uses the Python NLTK for part-of-speech tagging
of words because the goal of the study is to resolve the
problem of more accurately replacing OOV words with
semantically similar words rather than applying an accurate
part-of-speech tagging of the words. During the noun ex-
traction process, only the words tagged as a noun (NN),
plural noun (NNS), proper noun (NNP), or plural proper
noun (NNPS) are extracted from the part-of-speech-tagged
NNS SMS text. Only noun-type words are extracted because
the Python NLTK performs the tagging of such words best
among the different types of words. (erefore, the approach
developed in this paper also only extracts noun-type words
to increase the performance of the OOV word extraction.
(e OOV word extraction process applies Python Enchant
to determine whether a noun-type word extracted from the
NUS SMS text is an OOV word. Table 1 shows the pre-
processing process of NUS SMS text.
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(e OOV words “sw” and “appericate” extracted from
an NUS SMS text through a preprocessing are replaced
with semantically similar words by applying the
Word2VnCR algorithm in written order in the text. As
shown on the right side of Figure 1, the selection of a
replacement word for an OOV word is applied to find the
replacement words of the extracted OOV words. (e
Word2VnCR algorithm uses a word-embedding method to
find replacement word candidates and measures the se-
mantic similarities of the extracted candidate words and the
neighboring words of the OOV word. In the candidate
replacement word extraction process of OOV words based
on word-embedding, the CBOWmodel learning method of
Word2Vec is applied in order to generate the replacement
word candidates of the OOV words “sw” and “appericate.”
(e input values in the CBOW model learning method are
in a one-hot encoded matrix [0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 1;
0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0] for the OOV word “sw” and one-hot
encodedmatrix [0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 1;
0] of the OOV word “appericate.” (e input value X is
multiplied by the weight matrixW, thereby generating an h

vector of the hidden layer. Here, W refers to a matrix
transformed from the learning dataset, and V and N are the
quantity of data and length of the text of the learning
dataset. In other words, the 13th and 19th rows of matrixW
become an h vector of the hidden layer. (e h vector
generated through the product of the input value X and the
weight matrix W is multiplied by a weight matrix W’, in
which the row and column sizes are switched; a softmax
calculation is then conducted and the output layer y of
weight matrixW is generated. In this way, the replacement
word candidates of the OOV words “sw” and “appericate”
are extracted from the learning dataset. (e probability of a
word when applying the embedding method can be defined
through softmax using the following equation [25]:

yk �
exp ak( 


n
i�1 exp ai( 

. (1)

In equation (1), exp (ak) and exp (ai) are exponential
functions, n is the number of words in the output layer, and
yk is the kth output. As shown in equation (1), the numerator
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Figure 1: Overview of the Word2VnCR system.

Table 1: A sample of preprocessing tasks on NUS SMS text data.

Process Example
NUS SMS data Microsoft UK so a stupid Windows 10 update just killed all my sw thanks a lot I really appericate it
Tokenization Microsoft, UK, so, a, stupid, Windows, 10, update, just, killed, all, my, sw, thanks, a, lot, I, really, appericate, it.

POS tagging Microsoft/NNP UK/NNP so/RB a/DT stupid/JJ Windows/NNP 10/CD update/NN just/RB killed/VBD all/DTmy/
PRP sw/NN thanks/NNS a/DT lot/NN I/PRP really/RB appericate/NN it/PRP

Noun extraction Microsoft/NNP UK/NNP Windows/NNP update/NN sw/NN thanks/NNS lot/NN appericate/NN
OOV word
extraction Microsoft/true UK/true Windows/true update/true sw/false thanks/true lot/true appericate/false
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of the softmax function is an exponential function of the
input word ak, and the denominator is the sum of the ex-
ponential functions of all input words. Figure 2 shows the
process of generating the learning data when the word-
embedding method of theWord2VnCR algorithm is applied
for the learning dataset of the NUS SMS.

For an input of the OOV word “sw,” if the word-em-
bedding method is applied based on the neighboring words
of “sw,” the following learning data are generated: (my,
thanks⟶software), (my, thanks⟶OS), (my,
thanks⟶system). Based on this, if “sw” is entered as an
input value, “software,” “os,” “system,” “computer,” and “pc”
are outputted as replacement word candidates of the OOV
word “sw.” In this paper, when the word-embeddingmethod
of Word2VnCR was applied using the NUS SMS Corpus as
the learning data, “software,” “os,” “system,” “computer,”
and “pc” were extracted as the replacement word candidates
of “sw,” and “appreciate,” “gratitude,” and “thank” were
extracted for “appericate.” (e semantic similarity was
measured between the replacement word candidates of the
OOVwords “sw” and “appericate” extracted using the word-
embedding method and the noun words of the sentence in
which the OOV words appeared. (e Wu–Palmer (WUP)
metric similarity measurement method, a semantic simi-
larity measurement approach of WordNet that can be used
to semantically analyse the relationship between concepts,
was applied for measuring the semantic similarity. Table 2
shows the results of calculating the WUP similarity value for
the replacement word candidates of OOV words and the
noun words in the sentence.

According to the semantic similarity measurement re-
sults of the Word2VnCR algorithm, “software” was selected
from among the replacement word candidates “software,”
“os,” “system,” “computer,” and “pc” for the OOV word
“sw,” and “gratitude” was selected among the replacement
word candidates “appreciate,” “gratitude,” and “thank” for
the OOV word “appericate.” Accordingly, an example
sentence containing the OOV words, “Microsoft UK so a
stupidWindows 10 update just killed all my sw thanks a lot I
really appericate it” was revised as “Microsoft UK so a stupid
Windows 10 update just killed all my software thanks a lot I
really gratitude it” by replacing the OOV words “sw” and
“appericate” with “software” and “gratitude,” respectively.

4. OOV Word Replacement Method
Using Word2VnCR

(is section describes the experiment conducted on the
Word2VnCR algorithm described in Section 3, in which
OOV words were replaced with semantically similar words,
along with the analysis results. (e experiment results of the
Word2VnCR algorithm used in this paper were compara-
tively evaluated against those of the Word2Vec algorithm,
which represents the word-embedding algorithms.(e NUS
SMS Corpus consists of 55,963 texts in total. Among them,
44,770 texts, corresponding to approximately 80% of the
total number, were used as the learning data of the NUS
SMS, and 11,193 texts, or approximately 20%, were used as
the test dataset of NUS SMS. Table 3 shows the composition

of the NUS SMS test dataset, which consists of 116,195
words in total including 30,211 noun words and 10,526 OOV
words. A total of 11,631 words were classified as OOV words
among the noun words of the NUS SMS test dataset.

However, to accurately resolve the problem of OOV
words using semantically similar terms, in this paper, 1,105
OOV words having a spacing error were excluded. In the
experiments conducted on the Word2VnCR andWord2Vec
algorithms, the replacements of the OOV words extracted
from the test dataset were found, and after replacing the
OOV words with the replacement words, it was determined
whether the replacement words matched the replacement
words of the answer dataset. In this paper, the performance
was evaluated by focusing on the accuracy because the aim
was to accurately determine whether the OOV words were
replaced with the proper replacement words. (e experi-
ment results of the Word2VnCR and Word2Vec algorithms
are shown in Table 4.

In the results of the comparative experiments of the
Word2VnCR and Word2Vec algorithms targeting the NUS
SMS test dataset, 87.09% and 90.48% recall rates and ac-
curacy levels of 50.15% and 45.41% were achieved, respec-
tively. It was determined that the recall of the Word2Vec
algorithm was higher because its word-embedding method
was different from that of the Word2VnCR algorithm,
resulting in a replacement of more OOV words. (e ac-
curacy of theWord2VnCR algorithmwas higher because the
similarities between the OOV and replacement words were
measured using the semantic similarity method in the
Word2VnCR algorithm, whereas they were measured based
on the cosine similarity method using the angle of two words
located within the vector space for theWord2Vec algorithm.
In other words, although the Word2Vec algorithm replaced
more OOV words, they were replaced with words having
different meanings. It was therefore confirmed that the
Word2VnCR algorithm proposed in this paper achieved a
higher accuracy than the Word2Vec algorithm when
replacing the OOV words. In addition, the experiment re-
sults for NUS SMS dataset can be found in Figure 3 for the
proposed method suggested in this paper by extracting five
OOV words for each sentence.

Figure 3 shows that the fewer the OOVwords in the text,
the more accurately the suitable words could be replaced.
However, the semantic similarity could not be measured
when the number of OOV words is increased.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, a novel Word2VnCR algorithm was proposed
for the replacement of an OOV word with a semantically
similar word when an error in the morpheme analysis occurs.
(is algorithm applies a method of extracting replacement
word candidates having a similar meaning as the OOV word
and a method for measuring the semantic similarity between
the replacement word candidates and the neighboring words
of the OOV word to select a replacement word of the OOV
word. For theWord2VnCR algorithm, experiments were
conducted to determine whether the replacement word
matches the word of the answer dataset after finding a
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Table 2: A sample of extraction of candidate words and semantic similarity scores for OOV words.

OOV
word

Extracted candidate
words using WordNet

Extracted nouns
from a sentence

Word sense of nouns
from a sentence Semantic similarity

SW

software#n#1

Microsoft — —
UK UK#n#1 0.2000

Windows Windows#n#1 0.9000
update update#n#1 0.4706
thanks thanks#n#2 0.333
lot — —

appericate — —
Sum of semantic similarity 1.9036

os#n#3 Sum of semantic similarity 1.9031
system#n#2 Sum of semantic similarity 1.5151

computer#n#1 Sum of semantic similarity 1.0042
pc#n#1 Sum of semantic similarity 0.9122

appericate
appreciate#v#1 Sum of semantic similarity —
gratitude#n#1 Sum of semantic similarity 1.3305
thank#v#1 Sum of semantic similarity —

Table 3: General composition of experimental NUS SMS dataset.

Total words Number of nouns Number of words classified as OOV Total OOV words
NUS SMS dataset 116,195 30,211 11,631 10,526

Table 4: Comparison results of Word2VnCR and Word2Vec.

Total OOV words
(A)

Number of words replaced
(B)

Number of successful words
(C)

Recall (%) (B/
A)

Accuracy (%) (C/
B)

Word2VnCR 10,526 9,167 4,597 87.09 50.15
Word2Vec 10,526 9,524 4,325 90.48 45.41
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Figure 2: A sample of word-embedding training dataset in Word2VnCR.
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replacement word of an OOV word extracted from the test
dataset and replacing the OOV word with a semantically
similar word. (e experimental results demonstrated that the
Word2VnCR algorithm replaces OOV words with seman-
tically similar words at a higher accuracy than theWord2Vec
algorithm.(erefore, it was determined that theWord2VnCR
algorithm is the most effective for replacing OOV words with
semantically similar words. Finally, the Word2VnCR pro-
posed in this paper exhibited a high accuracy when replacing
OOV words with semantically similar words. However, the
experimental results are affected by how the learning dataset is
constructed because replacement word candidates of an OOV
word cannot be accurately extracted if the word-embedding
learning of the learning dataset is not properly applied.
(erefore, an additional study should be conducted to replace
OOV words semantically based on learning data with ad-
ditional text containing a small number of OOV words,
whereby the neighboring words of the OOV terms are
composed of semantic words.
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